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1) An absorption column has two inlets and two outlets where the purpose is to move a chemical 
species from one of the inlet streams to the other one before both streams leave.  One of the 
inlets is a gas that has the chemical in it while the other is a liquid that does not have much of the 
chemical in it.  In the United States, coal combustion releases about 50 tons of mercury a year.  
Unfortunately, mercury is highly toxic and can cause developmental problems in children.  To 
protect the environment, coal fired power authorities attempt to capture the mercury by cooling 
the coal combustion flue gas down and then pass that gas with mercury through an absorption 
column called a scrubber.  In this case, water is used as the liquid stream.  A search on the 
internet revealed the following mercury solubility information 
(http://www.hgtech.com/Data/Hg%20Properties/Hg%20Water%20Solubility.htm, last accessed 
on 8-27-07): 

 



where the y axis is on a log scale and the units are moles mercury/kg water.  If we wanted to 
remove all 50 tons of mercury from coal combustion flue gases, how much water, in gallons, 
would be needed if we cooled the gases down to 380 K and used scrubbers?  Compare this 
amount of water to the volume of water in the Great Lakes, the world's largest system of fresh 
water.  How much water, in gallons, would be needed if we cooled the gases down to room 
temperature?  Finally, list two reasons you would probably not cool the gases down to the low 
temperature. 
 
2) Typically, utilities try to save on water volumes for mercury remediation by recovering 
(capturing) only 10 percent of the mercury that entered the column.  If this is the case, how much 
feed (make up) water is needed in gallons per hour in order to remove this amount of mercury in 
the United States at 380 K? 
 
3) An evaporative cooler is being used to cool a residence in Tucson where the inlet air contains 
0.01 moles of water per total mole entering the evaporative cooler.  The air leaving the 
evaporative cooler is at 27 oC and is saturated with water, meaning that it has a mole fraction of 
water of  0.035.  How many liters of water are needed per hour if the entering air flowrate is 1 
kg/hr.   
 


